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1. Diana Bartletti 4. Dody Crawford
Life Outside the Shell Melancholy Muse

Oh I am a lonely painter
I live in a box of paints
I’m frightened by the devil
And I’m drawn to those ones that ain’t afraid
I remember that time that you told me, you 
said Love is touching souls
Surely you touched mine ‘cause
Part of you pours out of me
In these lines from time to time

From “A Case of You” by Joni Mitchell

2. Kay Colvin 5. Bre Custodio
Keep It Beautiful
“The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one 
in its net of wonder forever.”  
– Jacques Cousteau

Palm Trees Through Stained Glass
Warm tropical waters surround you. You 
are far from where you live but have never 
felt more at home. Breathe in the salty air 
and enjoy this moment.

Find more of Bre’s art and fine art prints at 
www.createdbybre.com.

3. Carolyn Cope 6. Diane Dudek
My Favorite Cypress
This wonderful tree I have watched from 
our house since the day I was born in 
1950. It was planted in the late 1880s on 
the grounds of the Derby House. It always 
adds that bit of “subject” to our ever 
awesome Encinitas sunsets!

Swami’s Palms
Swami’s is one of our town’s best known 
surf spots and also a great place to paint. 
Diane Dudek has been painting en plein 
air for many years. She is a Realtor by day. 
You can see more of her local art at www.
dianedudek.com and local homes for sale 
too!

ENCINITAS  Small Banners
Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from A St. to F St. (Size: 18” x 50”)
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LeadHealerTeacherEarthCitizen
I love nature, people, energy, and Mother 
Earth. Art awakens and heals the human 
senses and spirit! I need $1 million to open 
a Healing Family Chakra Center in San 
Diego. My center would have healing art 
for sale created by the kids, a healing light 
room, a private healing room, and a healing 
family Yoga room. Call me at 760-458-
3250 if you can help me. 
Blessings and Life Particles!

13. Heather Hebert del
Cuadro

Love Is Forever

8. Bev Goodman and 
Taylor Chapin

Sunflowers in San Pasqual Valley
The artist’s share of the proceeds from the 
sale of Sunflowers in San Pasqual Valley will 
go to Susan G. Komen for the Cure, Breast 
Cancer Research. Thank you for your 
support.

Julie Fitch
juliefitchartwork@gmail.com

Wild Orchids III
Michelle Hauswirth is a local artist who 
loves any and all mediums. She works as a 
gallery preparator all over North County. 
Michelle is a single mother of a beautiful 
daughter, Georgie, and regularly completes 
commissions in ceramic and various other 
mediums.

www.michellehauswirth.com

The Way to a Dream
This is a piece done in acrylic (of course, 
because nothing else will work on this 
vinyl), of the balancing act it takes to live 
a fully realized, fulfilled life. One could 
see it as terribly frightening or infinitely 
beautiful. The look on her face is meant 
to be mysterious. It’s hard to read what 
she’s thinking, but it looks like she’s got it 
handled.

Whoo Do You Love
I’m a full-time artist native to Encinitas and 
inspired by all the creatures that inhabit 
our beautiful community. For a peek at 
what I’m doing now, you can find me on 
Instagram or email me at karingrow@
gmail.com

Kelp Colony
These playful Garibaldi represent the spirit, 
the freedom and fun of the years I have 
spent reveling in and around the many 
oceans and seas of the world. They also 
represent the free spirit of our ocean-
oriented life here in Encinitas. The artist’s 
share of the proceeds will be donated to 
the new Pacific View Arts and Cultural 
Center.

Sunset Over the Ocean 
My favorite way to end the day is with 
the sunset over the ocean. I feel so lucky 
to live in such a beautiful place where 
we get to watch the sunset over the 
ocean everyday. There are so many places 
throughout the world where the beautiful 
ocean is not easily accessible, and I feel so 
lucky that I get to visit the ocean everyday. 
I painted this piece to reflect how grateful 
I am for the beautiful ocean we have and 
its beautiful sunset.

12. Cutter Hays

9. Karin Grow

10. Thora Guthrie 14. Trisha Hilder

7. Julie Fitch 11. Michelle Hauswirth
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Waiting for the Next Moment to Arrive
Laura Lowenstein is a longtime member of 
the San Dieguito Art Guild. She enjoys the 
natural beauty of the coastal area and is 
inspired by the simple things in life.

18. Laura Lowenstein

15. Ingrid Hoffmeister-Hoy 19. Shannon Martin
I approach the canvas with no 
preconceived notion of what will emerge. 
I follow my inner visions and active 
imagination as they spontaneously 
discover the colors and form of the piece. 
It is visual story telling... a deep echo of 
my personal life and relationship to the 
collective.

Vibrant Jellyfish
I love everything related to the sea and my 
interests in swimming and surfing influence 
many of my artworks. The Vibrant Jellyfish 
banner continues my ongoing underwater 
exploration. The countless plants and animals 
that call the sea their home are mysterious 
and fascinating. That’s why I enjoy painting 
them. It’s a chance to dream and wonder. 
Artist’s share of the proceeds to be donated 
to Children of the Nations charity. 
Contact: sjmartin6@gmail.com

Headin’ South
Inspired by the many walks taken along 
these shores. Very glad to be participating 
in this event.

Egret, San Elijo Lagoon
Carole Mayne has been creating artwork 
in Leucadia for 44 years. Her work can be 
seen displayed locally at the Lotus Cafe in 
the Lumberyard and the Craftsman Revival 
Store in Solana Beach. Her complete bio, 
as well as archived paintings, stained 
glass window designs, and contact info 
are available on the website, www.
carolemayne.com. She has won numerous 
awards and teaches oil painting to adults 
at her Leucadia studio. 

‘Owling At the Moon
Great Horned Owls make their home 
throughout Encinitas, as do Red Tailed 
Hawks, Peregrine Falcons, Barn Owls, and 
even the occasional Osprey. Dark skies and 
open spaces are critical to their habitat; 
let’s protect those areas that provide 
refuge for these magnificent birds...

My banner is an homage to Lewis Carroll. 
This song is sung in Alice in Wonderland 
by the mock turtle. I have a singing frog 
instead: “Beautiful soup, beautiful soup, 
soup of the evening, beoooootiful soup.” 
Besides, I don’t know any mock turtles, but 
I know MANY frogs.

16. Bobby Kennedy 20. Carole Mayne

17. Annie Leaf 21. Kathi McCord

Wonders of the Night
I was born during the summer of 1977 in 
Sofia, the capital of my country, Bulgaria. 
My name is Martin Nasim. I’m a self-taught 
painter inspired by objects in nature 
that I observe and rearrange through my 
own thought interpretation. I paint with 
markers on Plexiglass. I want to share my 
art with whomever finds it interesting, 
inspiring, and touching.

www.martinnasim.com

22. Martin Nasim
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27. Anila Saier and Kaikani
Saier-BennettClosed Eyes, Open Mind

Helaina Rain is an aspiring artist located 
locally in Cardiff, California. Her 
inspirations stem from her daily life and 
her interactions with the people around 
her. She hopes to further her education 
as a growing artist in all fields as she 
continues her schooling after her years at 
San Dieguito Academy.

Clownfish
As a painter, Jennifer Richards’ work is 
rooted in her appreciation for the diverse 
landscapes, flora, and geology on our 
dynamic planet. 

JenniferRichards.com

Homegrown Encinitas
Our town has been a mecca for many 
ideas and events; healthy living, freshness 
in spirit and creativity are just a few. 
Homegrown Encinitas represents all of 
that, going back to our roots! Every year, I 
have tried to create what Encinitas means 
to me and what we have to share with 
people who are new to our community. 
Growing up in Encinitas has given me an 
appreciation of what we have. Let’s take 
care of our town.

Thank you to the Arts Alive program and 
Danny Salzhandler for this opportunity. 
My daughter Brynja and I had a wonderful 
time working together on this painting. 
We drew our inspiration from the work of 
James Coleman and Roy Tobora when we 
composed this impression of Kauai’s Na 
Pali Coast. Hope you enjoy it as much as 
we enjoyed creating it.

Painting the Roses Red 
Inspired by an image from the original 
Alice In Wonderland book written by Lewis 
Carroll and its timeless illustrations by 
John Tenniel.

The Chain
The world is plagued by religious hostility. 
I referred to The Idiot’s Book On World 
Religions. It recommended to keep an open 
mind with “nonsectarian knees” because 
“we are all in the same boat.”

Surf’s Up
Encinitas artist Elisabeth Sullivan’s acrylic 
paintings and murals are inspired by her 
fascination with the incredible forces of 
nature and the magnificent creatures that 
inhabit this beautiful planet.

www.elisabethsullivan.com
elisabethsullivanfineart@gmail.com
520-440-5436

24. Jennifer Richards 28. Judy Salinsky

25. Lee Rotsheck 29. Essenz Schenker

26. Margi Saccomanno 30. Elisabeth Sullivan

23. Helaina Rain
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Diamond in the Sky
My banner this year is a return to my 
childhood pastime of drawing “stars” 
as brightly colored geometric shapes. 
The stars in the sky were fascinating, 
but distant and mysterious. By drawing 
representations of them I could bring them 
closer and make them accessible and 
personable, like friends. It still works.
sheryltempchin.com

The Mummies Had Questions... Many 
Questions
At Art for the Common Dog we’re still 
working hard just trying to lighten it up... 
a bit.

Seeking Zen
Just have to keep flowing and have fun 
with it.
 
vtessieri@yahoo.com
vtessieridesigns.com

School of Royal Angels
I am fortunate to be participating in the 
Arts Alive banner program for a fifth 
year. I love color and find inspiration in 
the beautiful, bright, glowing colors of 
tropical fish. The possibilities for artistic 
interpretation and design are endless! 
My banner this year is a school of royal 
angelfish floating regally through the deep 
blue sea.

Midsummer Nite
A lavender night is an artist’s delight! The 
Southern California coast offers continual 
ever-changing inspiration to plein air 
artists. My contact is lindamvolz@gmail.
com.

Lagoon Life
I love wildlife and nature. Living by 
the beautiful lagoons of this coastal 
community is an inspiration to the soul. 
The water, wildlife and plants glow with 
wonder every sunrise and sunset.

31. Sheryl Tempchin 34. Steve Webb

32. Vinnie Tessieri 35. Laura K. Woodward

33. Linda Volz 36. Tish Wynne
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ENCINITAS  Large Banners
Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from F St. to K St. (Size: 30” x 91”)

37. Brian Banash 40. Donna Butnik
Bowie
Brian Banash Illustration & Graphic Design
Blues  •  Surf  •  Soul
Commissions  •  Reproductions
Encinitas, California
Catch a surf!!!

brianbanash.com

Flower Power
I love colors and the shapes of flowers. I’ve 
been painting and showing my art for 40 
years. I have an exhibit now at the Cardiff 
Library thru the end of March, titled “Time 
Passes.” There are 21 paintings selected 
from each decade.

www.artpaintings4decor.com

38. Lauren Bartram 41. Roger Chandler
Cellar Door #2
My goal this year as a Tattooer and Painter 
is to draw, paint, and study the traditional 
Japanese style. This was my first attempt 
at painting a koi fish, which I thoroughly 
enjoyed. I am excited with its outcome 
and greatly look forward to my continuing 
education. You can find me at 454 Tattoo 
doing what I love best. 

Instagram: laurenalexandralux
Email: laurenalexandra454@gmail.com

The Happy Little Buddha is a sweet 
children’s book that will be released in 
March, 2016. It was written by Encinitas 
local, Michael James and illustrated 
by artist, Roger Chandler. This story of 
self-discovery will entertain and educate 
everyone on all levels, with valuable soul 
lessons that delight young and old alike. 
Come dance the happy dance with The 
Happy Little Buddha! Visit us at www.
thehappylittlebuddha.com or on Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest.

39. Victoria Bearden 42. Christopher Dillman
Meditrina
Meditrina is the Roman Goddess of wine 
and healing. Her theme is health and 
longevity. Her symbols are healing charms 
and herbal preparations. I love painting the 
“Divine Feminine” in all of her aspects, and 
took this opportunity to create in one of 
my favorite styles, Art Nouveau. Goddess 
Blessings to all, and CHEERS! Victoria 
Bearden is a fine artist and well-known 
Psychic and Astrologer. www.vbearden.
com | www.astrologervic.com

Andy On Rail - The Signature 
Roundhouse from Kauai’s Finest
A fine arts major from the University 
of the Pacific, Christopher Dillman has 
painted his admiration for Arts Alive and 
North County, San Diego since 2008. For 
Christopher’s collection of work for Arts 
Alive, please visit: www.fullblend.com.
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Bobbi is a graphic designer by trade, and 
enjoys painting as a pastime, as well as 
many other creative endeavors.

www.plaid-design.com
art@plaid-design.com

Comix Artist / Writer

Fleener has a varied career in comics 
and fine art. Her work has appeared in 
mainstream magazines, underground 
comix publications, and she is best known 
for her “Cubismo” style of drawing and 
autobiographical stories. She is also a 
musician, and much of her work illustrates 
the performing arts.

Doggone Days of Summer
Darlene’s award-winning work is found in 
California galleries, national juried shows, 
and private and corporate collections. She 
enjoys capturing special moments of our 
lives, whether it’s a special place, wedding, 
birth, or a dog with a favorite toy. Her 
work is bold, yet technically proficient, no 
matter what the subject, and her unique 
style is recognizable in all of her work. 
See more at studiokatz.com

This year, it was amazing for all of the 
senses getting to swim so up close with 
whale sharks. It was like swimming with a 
sea of stars.

Moby’s Buddy
And, I’m Bill Kaye. Have you seen the white 
whale?

44. Bobbi Duley

45. Mary Fleener 49. Darlene Katz

46. May Hoegen 50. Bill Kaye

Fun at the Beach and the Perfect 
Lineup
A puppy as a muse can result in some 
whimsy when transferred to canvas with 
paint.

48. Jim Hornung

43. Don Doerfler 47. Bob Hord
Hula Sunset
Just dreaming about another day in 
paradise, here or in Hawaii. No matter, 
we are so fortunate to live in one of the 
most beautiful environments in the world. 
Wishing everyone much ALOHA!

Franz-S: Patron Saint of Macanimals
Rigorous ruminator of robustly refined 
robots.
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Sea Mustang
Maxine Richter is a senior at SDA with a 
passion for art and design. This banner is a 
combination of SDA’s mascot, a Mustang, 
and a marine animal, which represents 
Encinitas’ deep and symbiotic relationship 
with the ocean. She was given this 
opportunity through SDA’s Interact/Rotary 
club.

56. San Dieguito Academy: 
Maxine Richter

Angel of Love
In this luminous sunset, a mother and 
father cherish their little angel of love.
This piece completes the Little Angel 
Series titled Faith, Hope, and Love.

Waiting for the Rain
“The Drought” has been the big news 
this past year. Ironically, this banner was 
completed during the gushing rainstorms 
during the week of January 4, 2016. Lisa 
is an award-winning oil painter residing 
in North County. Her paintings are found 
in private collections throughout the 
United States. She LOVES to fulfill portrait 
commission requests done in oil! www.
gypsycreations.com / Phone - 760.931.6112

Jim McConlogue paints another in his 
series of travel posters of Encinitas. 
Look for his original oil paintings at the 
Leucadia Art Gallery and Corner Frame 
Shop, 1038 North Coast Highway 101, and 
online at www.JimMcConlogue.com. As 
with his other banner art, this image will 
be available as a Fine Art Giclée Print on 
canvas and paper. Call Jim to commission 
a painting for your home or office! 760-
859-7541

Morning Tide
A native Southern Californian, Patti’s love 
of the ocean and lagoons is reflected in 
her paintings. Favorite subjects include 
seascapes, landscapes, wildlife, shells and 
flowers. Patti taught art for 11 years at a 
local elementary school and is a preschool 
teacher who brings art of the masters 
to very young children. She believes that 
hands-on learning is key at any age.

Mabie
Self-taught artist and native San Diegan, 
Tonia Senoo, resides in Oceanside, CA 
with her  husband and 3 children. A former 
commercial pilot turned SAHM, and 
explorer by nature, she has a multitude 
of beautiful imagery that she would 
like to share with the world through her 
paintings. Available for consignment to 
paint canvases, murals and surfboards. 
Find her at hafudesigns.com or on 
Instagram as hafumoo.

Counting Crow
Counting Crow is a tribute to the daily crow 
commute that we have witnessed from our 
east balcony in Encinitas. The crows have 
a great life... the beach during the day and 
the warmer nights inland.
If you would like prints of this piece or 
other artwork of mine, you can contact me 
through my website at www.amurielyoga.
com.

Spirit of Boho Nation
My 2016 banner, SPIRIT OF BOHO NATION, 
was a true “cognitive flow” piece. It came 
together by adding random elements and 
enjoying my time experimenting with 
techniques. I started with zero vision and 
had no destination in mind. By surprise, 
it came together like random memories 
make a dream. I felt happy creating it. I 
listened to vintage Aretha while working... 
she always makes my heart smile.

51. Christopher Law 55. Lisa Roche

53. Patti McDuffie 57. Tonia Senoo

54. Ann Muriel 58. Julie Ann Stricklin

52. Jim McConlogue
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No Rain, No Rainbow
In Life, as in Nature, we must accept the 
rain, the problems and the inconveniences 
in order to see the rainbow and to reach 
our goals. A native of Argentina, my home 
and my heart are in San Diego, and in the 
South of France a few months each year.

Moon Bloom

www.christinazellerart.com

60. Minnie Valero 62. Christina Zeller

Flower Heaven
Sometimes you just need to close your 
eyes and embrace the simple moments of 
life. To feel the warmth of sunshine on your 
face, and let your mind wander off from 
the daily tasks. To lie back in the flowers 
and look up at the sky. 
The intriguing way shadows fall upon the 
human profile and the feeling of calmness 
that arose every time I saw the simplicity 
of nature were sources of inspiration for 
this art piece.

Cephalopod Love
Thanks to the Monterey Bay Aquarium 
photo collection, I bring you up close and 
personal to Octopoda vulgaris. The waters 
off the Encinitas coast are home to many 
interesting and beautiful creatures! We 
need to celebrate and remember our 
oceanic neighbors in order to protect 
them.
Alycia M. Drube works locally as an interior 
muralist for homes and businesses. To see 
her work go to AMDPaintings.com.

CARDIFF  Banners
Located on lamp posts in the Cardiff Town Center and Restaurant Row
on Hwy. 101 (Size: 30” x 84”)

63. Marina Alberti 64. Alycia Drube

Venice Carnival Mask
The Carnival of Venice, which started in 
the year 1162, is an annual festival world-
famed for its elaborate masks. Venetian 
masks can be made of leather, porcelain 
or using the original glass technique, but 
most are made with the application of 
gesso and gold leaf and are hand-painted 
using natural feathers and gems.

A Long Time Ago in an Ocean Not  
Far Away
David Paul Windham began abusing the 
canvas at age three on the west side of Las 
Vegas from whence he hails. The desert 
surrounding Las Vegas was once an ocean 
and if you look closely you can still find 
fossils of long-extinct aquatic vertebrates.

59. Grace Swanson 61. David Paul Windham
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Jessica, a North County coastal local, has 
been drawing ever since she could hold a 
pencil. Always drawn to bright colors, she 
is inspired by fabric and 1960s poster art. 
Jessica makes stickers, paintings, paintings 
on skateboard decks, posters, prints, 
stained glass and jewelry. 

Follow Jessica on Instagram:  
@Psychedelicred

Artie Mattson’s whimsical artwork has a 
little bit of Encinitas in every drawing. They 
have a magnetism that encourages the 
viewer to be transfixed by the scenes and 
scenarios in her work. “I draw what I see in 
my head.” Her work is inspired by what she 
sees and from her imagination.

66. Daniel Hernandez 70. Mariah Mercado
Surf City
Hi, my name is Daniel Hernandez and I 
MAKE STUFF! The title of my banner is 
Surf City. It combines both my passions; 
surfing and pinball! The playfield is a 
reproduction of an actual table entitled 
Fast Draw, manufactured by D. Gottlieb 
& Co., Chicago, IL, in 1975. The artist’s 
proceeds from the sale of my banner 
will go to support Punk Rock Food Drive 
(punkrockfood.org).

Flo
Mariah Mercado is a sophomore at 
Carlsbad High School. Her inspiration 
stems from her love for surf and her 
appreciation of the ocean. Flo displays 
a sea turtle just “Flo”-ing through life. 
Mariah plans to grow in her artistic 
abilities with hopes of one day illustrating 
children’s books.

I Will Be Free
I will be free
Is what I keep saying to me
But the longer I live 
The less I can breathe it seems. 
I will be free
Maybe capture my dreams
Meet Mike Ness, write that song,
And accomplish some things.

Fallen Leaf
There is so much going on in the world 
right now and I wanted to portray that 
in my banner. I knew deep down that the 
most valuable information I’ve learned in 
life was to enjoy the little things. Everyone 
has struggles from time to time, but simply 
stopping to smell the roses is something 
we all should cherish.

Pete Panciera (b.1983, Connecticut) is a 
designer and artist currently living and 
working in Encinitias, CA. Working across 
multiple mediums and formats, Panciera’s 
work deals with the notions of chaos and 
order, the external and internal, and tries 
to decipher thoughts and feelings through 
the use of symbols, layering, writing, mark 
making, and repetition.

Under the Curtain
To duck dive in Cardiff is a beautiful 
experience; stay deep and enjoy the 
various colors and sounds as you rise to 
the surface. 

LaMonte raises his family in Cardiff at the 
beach, in the surf and painting at home. 
This is my first year as an Arts Alive banner 
artist.

67. Chelsea Hogate 71. Yvette Montoya

72. Pete Panciera68. LaMonte Lamoureux

65. Jessica Fuller 69. Artie Mattson
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Time to Let Go
It’s TIME to let go and follow the path 
leading from outer consciousness to the 
inner soul. Movements between the inner 
world and the outer world are created by 
the spiraling of the mind.

74. Tamara Totman

Fleeting
My piece this year echoes back to the days 
when I would doodle on my notebook 
and let my pen do the talking. No plan, 
no directive, just whatever came out. 
Everything is indefinite and impermanent. 
Life is beautiful but is full of fleeting 
moments that connect the dots. This piece 
is connected but unresolved and in the 
vast space of art... just a fleeting moment.

Octopus Funk
In this piece, I wanted to have fun with the 
interaction and flow of arrows and one of 
my favorite sea amigos, the octopus. I have 
been focusing on two to three colors in my 
pieces lately and have been experimenting 
with juicy oval shaped lines and characters 
with no hard outline. 

www.michaelamorillo.com

77. Hilary Bell
I am a local artist, jeweler and teacher. I 
love to create bright, vivid worlds to get 
lost in... I never know where my art will 
take me. I start each creation with an 
open heart and see what flows onto the 
canvas. Art is so crucial for people to learn 
to express themselves. I take great pride 
in teaching art to the children in my life. 
I have learned so much about myself and 
others through art. One love.

LEUCADIA  Banners
Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from La Costa Blvd. to A St. (Size: 30” x 84”)

75. Skye Walker

76. Michael Amorillo

A Day in the Life...
Our little slice of paradise... too many great 
spots in Cardiff to paint them all, but here’s 
a few of my favorites. 
Lots of friends too... we may be swimming, 
sailing, sunning, surfing, strolling or 
snorkeling.
And, above it all, constellation Johnny 
Appleseed’s Hat, formally known as Orion’s 
Belt, looks down upon us.
Artist’s share of the proceeds will be 
donated to Cardiff 101 MainStreet.

73. Mike Redman
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Mind the Bikes!
Leucadian, husband, dad, radio show 
host, musician, songwriter, marketing 
& e-commerce professional, recovering 
attorney. Into SUP, surf, MTB, hike, SXSW 
and music, music, music.

Balloons Over San Elijo Lagoon
We took our grandson to watch the hot 
air balloons take off from Rancho Santa 
Fe Road last August. We told him that the 
first balloons set aloft in the 1780s were 
made of paper. They were filled with hot 
air heated by burning straw, old shoes and 
manure. The first passengers were a duck, 
a chicken and a sheep.

www.mary-helmreich.artistwebsites.com

79. Steve Burrows

82. Debe Hersey

California Coastal
Steve Burrows is a local Encinitas artist 
showing his love of surf, travel and 
adventures through art. The California 
Coastal banner is meant to inspire people 
to get out, get in it and enjoy it!! Find him 
at burritoart.com and follow along on his 
adventures. Cheers!

Surf Check On Mars
Be it Earth or Mars, let’s hope we can 
always find a peaceful place to dream.
Debe is a hairstylist and co-owner of the 
Cheeky Sh’iki Salon by day, and an artist in 
her spare time.

www.artwhimsy.com

Free As the Sea
“Lover of the ocean, a mermaid at heart
Forever traveling, beauty and art
Humble roots, with gypsy wings 
Passion for life, and creative things”

Having grown up on a tropical island, and 
always living in coastal communities, I 
draw my inspiration from the ocean and 
my captivating surroundings. Visit www.
driftwooddiaries.com or follow my art/
journey on Instagram: @driftwood.diaries

Beyond the Veil
A self-taught artist from Southern 
California, Casey Gomez takes an organic 
approach to pen & ink. Specializing in 
clean, repetitive lines influenced by 
ancient art forms such as sacred geometry 
and mandalas. Each piece drawn without 
a sketch or plan, letting the design evolve 
from a felt sense to a tangible image.

Whale Watching On the Ocean
The idea for this year’s banner came from 
a photograph by Lorenzo Menendez, 
published in the December, 2015 issue 
of Encinitas Magazine. This banner bears 
witness to the inspiration and solace 
I receive living next to the ocean in 
Leucadia.

83. Ashley Huber

80. Casey Gomez 84. Garit Imhoff

78. Rob Blackwell

81. Mary Helmreich 85. Karob Studios
Rescued
This year we dedicate our work to our 
loved ones with any number of paws.
Friends who help each other, share 
unconditional love, revel in time spent 
together.
Give and Take. Work and Play. Trust and 
Commitment. Rescue and Rescued.
Lessons to be learned. Gifts to be 
cherished.
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Spider Trapped an Oni
This design was inspired by my love for 
Japanese mythology. Spider Mumm and an 
Oni/demon mashed together.

Owner, 454 Tattoo & Body Piercing
(760) 942-2333

Digging for Treasure
My son Gary and I enjoy watching the 
sunsets at Oceanside Pier, especially 
children building sandcastles or digging for 
buried treasure, oblivious to the incoming 
surf.

Fiesta of the Fishes
(Third in a Series: Save Our Oceans)
A peek into the secret lives of Fantasea 
Fish rocking and rolling in the cradle of the 
deep.

Sappho
Leucadia; from Leucas the Greek island. 
Made famous by Sappho (Greek poetess/
lyricist) who composed music, defined 
the Sapphic meter, and authored nine 
books in the Alexandrian Library. On the 
pages shown are the nine lyric poets of 
Ancient Greece and the nine muses. Plato 
considered her the tenth muse.

Hygeia Love
My paintings are my day-to-day existence 
made visual. This piece is based on my love 
for my neighbors.

caseyoconnell.com

93. Brett Simmons
Jungle Daze
Keep your eyes open. Even when the 
vegetation is thick and the light is scarce, 
the pineapple of truth will illuminate the 
way forward.

91. Brad Schneider87. Judy Mock

92. Jeanette Shires88. Leslie Monroy

90. Casey O’Connell

Glorious Grandview Sunset
As a teenager, I felt a great need to watch 
the sunset. Most evenings, I’d ride my bike 
from my home to Beacons. To absorb the 
sublime sun sink into the imposing ocean.
These days, whenever I can, Grandview is 
my destination, the grand palms framing 
the spectacular view.

89. Janice Erickson Nolan

Reefer Madness

86. Jeff Linsenbard
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There are many individuals who put much of their heart and soul, and personal time  
into making this event not only happen but be a great success. Please take  

a minute to thank them when you have the opportunity.

All the Artists
Danny Salzhandler

Norma Salzhandler
Carris Rhodes

Annika Walden
Stephen Whalen

Bobbi Jo Duley
Julie Ann Stricklin

Richard Houk

Creative Energy
Program Coordinator, President, 101 Artists’ Colony  |  
info@artsalivefoundation.org
101artistscolony.com
Administrative
Director, Leucadia 101 Main Street
Director, Cardiff 101 Main Street
Photography  |  stephenwhalenphotography.com
Auction Guide  |  plaid-design.com
Bookmarks  |   julieannstricklin.com
Auctioneer - Live Auction Sunday, May 15th

Thank You

Bidder’s Notes:



2016 Arts Alive Exhibit Sponsors:

View the art on the lamp posts between Feb. 22nd and May 14th. 
Download this year’s Auction Guide at artsaliveencinitas.com or 101artistscolony.com.

Encinitas SponsorLeucadia Sponsor Cardiff Sponsor

Media Sponsor

Place your silent bid by calling Leucadia 101 at (760) 436-2320

Bidding starts at $150 (plus tax). Final bids are accepted at the Live Auction.

(Proceeds are split 50/50 between the artist and the respective non-profit presenting organizations.)

A tribute banner from the original artwork of Brian Banash, presented to 
Don Hansen for Hansen’s continued support of Arts Alive Encinitas

A message from the artist:
Cheers to Don Hansen & The Hansen Surfboard Family. Congratulations 
for being a pioneer of the surf industry. The illustration was influenced 
by Hansen’s contribution to the surf culture, the lifestyle and the 
preservation of Soul to the surf heritage of north county... and around 
the world. A true Soul Surfer contributing to keeping Soul Surfing alive! 

Aloha & Mahalo! Catch a Surf!
Brian Banash, Artist




